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GoldenTree Ejects COO After InvestigationGoldenTree Asset Management has � red its chief operating o�  cer. 
 e $32 billion fund manager said in a special letter to investors in late Febru-

ary that it had swi� ly terminated William Christian following “an extensive internal 
investigation.” 

GoldenTree didn’t specify the conduct that led to Christian’s dismissal, saying 
only that it learned he “failed to live up to our high standards.” But the credit-
focused � rm emphasized that none of its � ndings were related to its clients’ capital, 
which it said never was at risk. “We are proud to have fostered a culture where 
speaking up is encouraged and valued,” it added.GoldenTree further expressed con� dence that the transition of Christian’s 
responsibilities would be seamless, pointing to the presence of more than 100 busi-
ness-management employees led by president Christopher Hayward.

Christian joined GoldenTree in 2005 from MacKay Shields. 
As hedge fund managers have become more institutionalized, those � rmsSee GOLDENTREE on Page 6Coronavirus Fears Disrupting Fund IndustryHedge fund professionals are girding for turbulence as the coronavirus threat 

continues to grow.Conference organizers, � ooded with calls about their cancelation policies, are 
anticipating a decline in attendance, while others have moved conference locations 
or canceled gatherings outright. Fund managers are telling sta� , including market-
ers, to travel only for critical meetings. Due-diligence professionals are calling on 
managers to guard against service-provider disruptions. And some investors are 
wary of traveling to visit managers, potentially hampering subscriptions.

“Flows obviously are on hold, and no one [in the U.S.] wants to take a meeting 
with anyone coming from Asia,” one marketer said.A fund manager said multiple capital-introduction conferences have beenSee CORONAVIRUS on Page 4Chalkstream’s Tsai Switches Over to PDTContinuing his longstanding ties with quantitative-investment guru Peter Muller, 

Chalkstream Capital chief investment o�  cer Andrew Tsai is stepping down to work 
at PDT Partners.

 e two men formed Chalkstream in 2003 as a family o�  ce for Muller, who at 
the time led the now-independent PDT as a unit of Morgan Stanley. Soon a� er, Tsai 
helped New York-based Chalkstream evolve into a commingled fund operator pur-
suing a range of investments. Muller has been serving as a nonmanaging partner at 
Chalkstream while continuing to lead PDT.In his new assignment, Tsai is assuming an undisclosed role as a managing 
director at the equity-focused PDT. “Since the beginning of Chalkstream, [Muller] 
and I have always discussed ways for us to work even more closely together,” Tsai 
wrote in a Feb. 20 letter to Chalkstream’s investors.Tsai added that Muller had begun seeking a senior manager with the exit of PDT
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Daniel Hoinacki joined marketing � rm MMX Management this month as a partner. Hoinacki was most recently a marketer at hedge fund shop York Capi-tal, with earlier stops at Tricadia Capital, Carlson Capital and Moore Capital. Hoin-acki is working in the New York o�  ce of MMX, which is based in Wayzata, Minn.
Event-driven shop Vazirani Asset Management has added an investment professional. Michael Tenebruso, formerly co-chief investment o�  cer at Alpine Associates, is working alongside founder Raj Vazirani in the role of chief strategist. He started at the New 
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York Capital has added an analyst who covers 
technology companies. Bobak Moazami joined the New 
York multi-strategy firm in February from Columbus 
Hill Capital, where he had worked since 2015. Moazami 
also spent time as an analyst on the investment-
banking team at LionTree. York is led by founder Jamie 
Dinan and co-chief investment officers Christophe 
Aurand and William Vrattos. It has $18.5 billion under 
management. 
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